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Estimated
Weights

Liabilities :
Market (Tsy STRIPS)
IRS
(Corporates)
ROA
(8% constant rate)

1.44 %
2.85
4.67

100 %

Assets :
Ryan Cash
Lehman Aggregate
S&P 500
MSCI EAFE Int’l

3.05 %
1.81
3.64
9.47

5%
30
60
5

Asset Allocation Model

3.42 %

100 %

Assets – Liabilities
Market
IRS
ROA

1.98%
0.57
-1.25

Based on the Asset Allocation above, for the year 2007, pension assets outperformed
liabilities by only 1.98% using market valuations (i.e. STRIPS); 0.57% under the IRS
Contribution rules (PPA Corporate rates); and -1.25% using the ASOP 27 methodology of a
constant ROA (i.e. 8.00%). Such valuations show the significant difference in not using
proper market valuations. Most pension funds enjoyed a funded ratio surplus in 1999.
However, this funded ratio has been reduced by about -63% since 1999 (see Graphs and
Index disclosures on pages 3 and 4 ).
Total Returns
Assets
Liabilities
Difference :
Annual
Cumulative

2000
- 2.50
25.96

2001
- 5.40
3.08

2002
-11.41
19.47

2003
20.04
1.96

2004
8.92
9.35

2005
4.43
8.87

2006
12.25
0.81

2007
3.42
1.44

-28.46

- 8.48
-37.60

-30.89
-73.40

18.08
- 60.08

-0.43
-66.13

-4.44
-76.75

11.44
-64.60

1.98
-63.05

God Bless Pension America !
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Goodbye 3-year Treasury Auction
The Treasury announced recently they will discontinue the 3-year note. There have been
twenty 3-year auctions since November 4, 1997. There was a gap between May 15, 1998 and
May 15, 2003 where there were no 3-year auctions. This announcement would affect short
maturity bond indexes, mutual funds and ETFs especially those using a 1-3 year Treasury index
benchmark. Such an index could have a dramatic % shift in average duration … and yield if a
normal positive sloping yield curve returns.
Public Pension and OPEB Watch
There seems to be an avalanche of recent Public Pension announcements concerning the growth
of pension + OPEB deficits and the mismanagement of such funds. As I have preached since
1991, the accounting rules governing Public Pension plans are the start of the pension crisis
since they do not mark to market the liabilities. Instead, they value the liabilities at the ROA
rate. Such a discount rate has undervalued public pension liabilities by 30 to 45% in the last 5
years. So reported funded ratios are not accurate and need to be reduced accordingly. As a
result of these inappropriate rules has led to inappropriate … benefit decisions, contribution
decisions and assert allocation decisions. It all links! Here is an update on some municipalities:
California - Recent disclosures estimate OPEB unfunded liabilities at $4.9 billion (San
Francisco), $3.2 billion (Los Angeles), $1.38 billion (San Diego). On a per capita basis San
Francisco OPEB liability is 14 times worse than San Diego.
Hawaii - Pension unfunded liability estimated at $5.13 billion and OPEB estimated at $11
billion.
Illinois - Governor Rod Blagojevich’s strategy to lease the state lottery for $10 billion to help
fund the $41 billion pension shortfall failed in the House by a lopsided vote.
Massachusetts - Legislators in both the House and Senate approved overwhelmingly of a Bill
to allow the state to seize the assets of 19 underperforming local government pension funds.
Under the pension bill, poorly performing local systems would be required to transfer funds into
the state Pension Reserves Management Board.
Mississippi - The state reported a $6 billion shortfall. According to the Wilshire survey their
funded ratios stood at 72% with Louisiana (64%) and Kentucky (60%) the only two states
reportedly in worst shape. According to the Wilshire study, Florida , Georgia and North
Carolina are the only states with an overfunded situation.
New Jersey - According to a seven month study, the OPEB estimated liability is $58 billion.
There are no assets set aside for this liability. New pension contribution cost projections have
tabbed $1 billion in property taxes to help fund the state pension shortfall. This amount is 20
times larger than the contribution cost four years ago. Even at $1 billion, pension contributions
fall way short of the annual actuarial requirement (currently = $2 billion). In just the last four
years, the annual cost of making up for skipped pension contributions into the state’s largest
two pension funds rose from $38 million to $841 million. That figure is included in the $2
billion annual contributions actuarially owed for this year. Even if the state makes the full
actuarial contribution, this annual cost is expected to rise by at least 4% annually. Any
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deficiency in making this payment and/or underperformance by pension assets will increase this
annual payment requirement.
San Diego - The independent board that oversees San Diego County’s $8.5 billion pension
fund decided to stay with the projected ROA of 8.25%. This rate is significant in that it
determines the amount of contributions. This rate has been in place for several years. In other
notable action, Judge Jeffrey Barton ruled on August 3 that the case filed by City Attorney
Mike Aquirre was filed far too late to meet the one year statue of limitations. Aguirre sued to
erase the benefits in July 2005, long after November 2002, when a worried pension board
member approached the City Council to warn that a deal the board agreed to could bankrupt the
city.
West Virginia - The West Virginia Public Employees Insurance Agency (PEIA) uncovered
nearly $8 billion in healthcare liability based upon the new GASB 45 standards.
Wilshire Study - Average Funded Ratio reported by all 125 state pension plans was 88% in
2006 and 87% in 2005 (note: true economic ratio is about 30% lower due to using the ROA as
the liability discount rate).

Ameristock / Ryan Launch Five (5) New Bond ETFs
On Monday, July 2nd Ameristock and Ryan ALM launched five new bond ETFs based upon the
Ryan Indexes. Here is the list of these innovative ETFs and ticker names:
Ameristock / Ryan 1 year Treasury (GKA)
Ameristock / Ryan 2 year Treasury (GKB)
Ameristock / Ryan 5 year Treasury (GKC)
Ameristock / Ryan 10 year Treasury (GKD)
Ameristock / Ryan 20 year Treasury (GKE)
These new ETFs are constant maturity index funds. They are the first such bond funds in the
ETF market place today. The other bond ETFs are a maturity range (i.e. 7-10 years) rather than
a precise spot on the Treasury yield curve. These maturity band indexes tend to have
significant drifts in average coupon and duration as old issues pass thru this index composition.
Such drifts can distort the implied or expected risk/reward behavior. Moreover, these indexes
allow for callable bonds which trade to a call date and not a maturity date which create more
skewness. Such drifts and skewness are corrected with a constant maturity index methodology.
For more info on these ETFs and the Ryan Indexes, please go to :
Ryan Indexes = www.RyanIndex.com
and
www.RyanALM.com
Ameristock / Ryan ETFs = www.Ameristock.com
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Pension Scoreboard
Based on the Ryan generic Liability Index and a static Asset Allocation, as shown on page 1,
the following graphs show asset growth versus liability growth for rolling 12 month periods and
cumulative growth since 1999. The cumulative growth difference is -63.05% suggesting any
plan with a Funding Ratio below 154.37% at the end of 1999 is in a deficit position today.
In order to closely watch the Pension Crisis, we have designed the Pension Monitor. We
believe that this is the most comprehensive site for pension articles in the world today. To view,
please click on :
http://www.pensionmonitor.com/
Ryan ALM, Inc.
Assets vs. Liabilities
(12 month rolling returns)
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Custom Liability Indexes
In 1991, my current product development team and I designed the first Liability Index using the
Ryan STRIPS Indexes. Since then we have developed hundreds of Custom Liability Indexes
(CLI). Similar to snowflakes, no two pension funds are alike in that they have unique benefit
payment schedules due to different labor forces, different mortality, different plan amendments.
The true objective of a pension is to fund liabilities at the lowest cost to the plan with
prudent risk. Without a Custom Liability Index it would be difficult, if not impossible, for
assets to be managed vs. this liability objective. Until a CLI is installed as a set of economic
books, the asset side is in jeopardy of managing vs. the wrong objective (i.e. generic market
indexes) If you outperform generic market indexes, but lose to the CLI … the plan loses !
Ryan Indexes …Enhanced !
In March 1983, my index team and I at the Ryan Financial Strategy Group (RFSG) created the
1st Daily bond Index … the Ryan Index as a Treasury Yield Curve index series for each
auction maturity series (from Bills to Bonds). The best way to understand the interest rate
behavior of bonds is to use the Ryan Treasury constant maturity series for each Treasury
auction series with two composite indexes … Ryan Cash and Ryan Index.
The daily reports on these indices have been greatly expanded and enhanced to over 100
daily pages + 10 pages of research and methodology including :
Returns
Yield History
Yield Spreads
Percentage Spreads
The best way to price (discount rate) and understand the interest rate sensitivity of liabilities is
… the Ryan Treasury STRIPS yield curve known as the LIABILITY BENCHMARK or
LIABILITY INDEX. In March 1985, when STRIPS were born, my team and I at the Ryan
Financial Strategy Group (RFSG) created the 1st STRIPS Index. Based upon these Ryan
STRIPS indexes we created the 1st Liability Index in 1991 as the proper liability Benchmark
for liability driven objectives (Pensions, Lotteries, NDT, Insurance Cos., etc.).
To view all Ryan Indexes data go to : www.RyanIndex.com
Note: In October 2005, Ron Ryan terminated his license agreement with Ryan Labs to
distribute and calculate the Ryan Indexes and Ryan STRIPS Indexes. Ron Ryan and Ryan
ALM have no affiliation with Ryan Labs. Any use of the formulas, methodologies and data
of any of the Ryan Indexes without Ron Ryan’s written permission is prohibited
Given the Wrong Index … you will get the Wrong Risk/Reward
Confucius
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Ryan Indexes
(07/31/07)
Daily Reports
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